TODAY'S discussions in Budapest between Yugoslavia's immediate neighbours may herald the
beginning of a post-Yugoslav
phase in the Balkans. T h e surrounding states always suspected
that, sooner o r later, they would
have to face the present crisis.
Yet, for more than a year, they
have failed to elaborate a joint
strategy, mainly because Yugoslavia's turmoil raised other strategic
questions.
Austria took the lead in alerting
its neighbours to the potential
dangers in Yugoslavia. Their Foreign Minister, Alois Mock, suggested sending a team of mediators to the region, but his demand
was ignored by Italy, who suspected that M r Mock's represented a disguised attempt to
strengthen Austria's demand t o
join the European Community.
Greece remained preoccupied
with other Balkan issues, while
Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria
concentrated on their internal difficulties. Today's meeting in
Budapest indicates that the dithering has stopped.
Yugoslavia's neighbours are
seeking to avoid two potential
dangers: the imposition of a military dictatorship in the country
and the revival of old territorial
and ethnic disputes. Yugoslavia
can now be kept together only
through the imposition of
Serbian-dominated military rule.
The country's immediate neighbours have witnessed this before:
between the two world wars, Serbia's royal dictatorship generated
a vicious spiral, of terrorist activiw

stability at their frontiers. They
are therefore unlikely to wait long
before initiating closer co-operation with Slovenia and Austria's
interest is already evident. D e Yugoslav republic which is not spite a long history of troubled reties which ultimately spread
throughout the Balkans. Yugosla- Yugoslavia's neighbours have concluded the breakup ruled by one party. The biggest lations, Croatia will find help in
political formation, the VMRO- neighbouring Hungary. The Hunvia's neighbours have therefore
of the Balkans is inevitable and they must make it as DPMNE, is led by Ljupco Geor- garians have supplied weapons t o
concluded that managing the dispeaceful as possible, writes Jonathan Eyal
gievski, a radical youngster who the Croatian forces and are likely
integration as peacefully as possiwants
Macedonia's complete in- to support Mr Tudjman's governble is their only viable alternative.
ment, if only in order to put
The rise of a greater Serbia rep- by Mr Milosevic into Serbia, is an- and Co-operation in Europe only dependence. As long as Yugosla- greater
pressure on Serbia, where
resents by far the most serious other source of regional concern. a fortnight ago, the government in via stayed together, both he and a relatively
Hungarian eththreat. Slobodan Milosevic, Ser- Despite indications that unrest in Tirana is unlikely to want to dis- President Kiro Gligorov paid lip nic minority large
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Managing the disintegration

